RINGO TO ENTER HOSPITAL; OPERATION

(Story in Col. 1)

NEW YORK—Ringo Starr has announced that he will enter the hospital later this fall for his much talked about throat operation. He made the announcement at a press conference in New York just before he left this country to return to England.

RUMOR CONFIRMED

For months, there have been rumors that Ringo was to have the operation, but it was finally confirmed when he made his statement to the press. Ringo does not know at this date just when he is to enter the hospital.

The operation will only take a few hours, but the famous drummer said that he expected to be in the hospital at least three days to catch up on some much needed rest. It is rumored that the three days will be sometime when the group does not have other pressing commitments, and will give John, George, and Paul a short vacation.

CONFIDENT IN DAVE

Ringo didn’t disclose the name of the hospital he is planning for his operation, however, when the group was in Los Angeles, Ringo confided to Dave Hill that it will be the University College Hospital where he was taken after his collapse last spring. The operation itself is very simple. Since Ringo never had his tonsils or adenoids removed, the main purpose of the operation will be to remove them, along with several small growths which cause our boy to get frequent attacks of tonsillitis, and sometimes cause Ringo to come down with very bad colds.

ASKS FOR TONSILS

Other than his throat, Ringo is in excellent condition. One fan has already asked for the tonsils to be preserved for her, but Ringo doesn’t know yet whether he will answer her request. Everyone in the world joins KRLA in wishing him a speedy recovery.

KRLA BEAT

OPERATION FOR BEATLE
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KRLA TOP FORTY

1. PRETTY WOMAN—Ray Orbison
2. BABS BABY ALL THE TIME—The Supremes
3. RHYTHM OF YOUR LOVIN’—Four Tops
4. SUMMER SONG—Stuart & Clyde
5. BREAD & BUTTER—The Monkees
6. DANCING IN THE STREET—Martha & Vandellas
7. DANCING IN THE STREET—Manfred Mann
8. WHERE DID OUR LOVE GO—The Supremes
9. ALL I NEED—The Stylers
10. IT HURTS TO IN LOVE—Gino Penna & Daymon
12. SELISH ONE—Jackie Ross
13. WE’LL SING IN THE SUNSHINE—Gella Garnett
14. YOU REALLY GOT ME—The Kinks
15. DEATH OF AN ANGEL—The Kingsmen
16. HE’S IN TOWN—The Tanners
17. LA LA LA LA LA—The Breedens
18. KID SONG IN THE WILD SURF—Jan and Dean
19. OUTSIDE LOOKING IN—Anthony & Imperials
20. HAVEN’T I THE RIGHT—The Honeycombs

21. HAUNTED HOUSE—Gene Simmons
22. TOBACCO ROAD—Nashville Teens
23. UNDER THE BOARDWALK—The Drifters
24. IT’S ALL OVER NOW—Rolling Stones
25. MAYBE I KNOW—Lesley Gore
26. FROM A WINDOW—Billy & Joan
27. WHEN I GROW UP—Beach Boys
28. EVERYBODY LOVES SOMEONE—Dean Martin
29. KEEP YOURSELF—Dave Clark Five
30. BECAUSE—Dave Clark Five
31. DO I LOVE YOU—The Ventures
32. HOUSE OF THE RISING SUN—The Animals
33. LITTLE HONDA—The Hondells
34. GATOR TALES & MONKEY RIBS—The Spats
35. RINGO FOR PREZ.—The Young World Singers
36. YOU’RE NOT GET TO HEAVEN—Dianne Warwick
37. FUNNY—Joe Meaten
38. SAY YOU—Ronnie Dove
39. LETTER FROM ELMINA—Cesly Nixson
40. BABY DON’T DO IT—Marvin Gaye

TOP TEN ALBUMS

1. HARD DAYS NIGHT—Beatles
2. SOMETHING NEW—Beatles
3. ALL SUMMER LONG—Beach Boys
4. EAGLE DOLL—Four Seasons
5. AMERICAN TOUR—Dave Clark Five
6. KEEP ON PUSHING—Impressions
7. MORE OF ROY ORBISON’S GREATEST HITS
8. LOUIE LOUIE—Kingsmen
9. THE ROLLING STONES ROLLING STONES
10. BEATLES SONG BOOK—Hollywood Strings

TOP TEN OLDIES

1. IN THE STILL OF THE NIGHT—The Satins
2. PEGGY SUE—Buddy Holly
3. OOH—The Crystals
4. WHAT’S YOUR NAME—Don & English
5. COME AWAY WITH ME—The Dell-Vikings
6. MOUNTAIN OF LOVE—Harold Dorman
7. YOU YE—Lee Dorsey
8. BIG BANG JOHN—Jimmy Dean
9. MOTHER-IN-LAW—Eddie Rove
10. COULD THIS BE MAGIC—The Dubs

D.C. FIVE HERE SOON

LOS ANGELES—KRLA scored again when they snapped up the Dave Clark Five for an exclusive Los Angeles appearance at the Long Beach Auditorium on November 25th. The boys will be met at the airport by KRLA DJ’s, and plans are being made for

(Cont. on page 2)
HI, I'M BOB EUBANKS! Here is your own personal minute-by-minute guide of the Beatles' stay in Los Angeles. KRLA newsmen and photographers were there every minute to give all our listeners a guided tour through Beattle-land! (And that's the same as K*R*L*A-N*D)

The boys were so much fun to be with that I wish you all could have been with me. But since you weren't, here's the next best thing! Before they left, they asked me to give you their personal thanks for the groovy way they were treated in Los Angeles. So, from the Beatle... and from me... Thanks!

3:30 PM... THE BEATLES ARRIVE! Without telling a soul (except KRLA), the idols of millions band in Los Angeles to be cleared through customs. Posing for the KRLA photographer as they come down. The first thing they said was "Hey, it's sunny... we can go swimming!"

4:40 AM... The boys are whisked into a security car and driven to the home in Bel Air where they will stay while they are in town. Ringo, in the back seat, is already half asleep. P.S. He got to sleep later.

6:00 PM... Press conference time! Out at Bob Eubanks' Cinnamon Cinder, he and Rob Foster introduce the Beatles and tell members of the press that they can start asking questions... and they started asking!

"WHAT ABOUT JANE ASHER, PAUL?" "We found her yet, but I'm having a blast loud and all, but we certainly aren't married."

6:00 PM... '6 DAY' IS HERE! The Bowl started filling at 3:00 in the afternoon! Everyone hoped to catch a glimpse of their beloved Beatles, but the boys were secretly brought in only a few minutes before the show.

9:00 PM... The other acts have performed. Dave Hull, Rob Foster, Bob Eubanks is a moment of silence... and then

Ringo's hair is flying. His hands are going so fast that they're just a blur in the air. Everyone agrees his head, the screams grew louder. Will anyone ever be able to forget '6 Day'? We doubt it!

Too soon, the boys take their final bow. By the time the screams have stopped, they are halfway to Bel Air for a three-day vacation in Los Angeles before resuming their cross-country tour.

9:00 PM... It's over. The Beatles are leaving the weather know how sad Los Angeles... them at the airport to say a last f...
3:43 PM KRLA's newcomer, Jim Steck, was right there to tape exclusive interviews with all four Beatles...something no one else was able to do. Then the boys took off for San Francisco's Cow Palace.

4:10 PM Finally, the Beatles arrive back in L.A. for their performance. Again, they landed secretly so that crowds wouldn't mob them. Again, KRLA is first on the scene! The boys were greggy and half asleep.

4:35 PM...But they still were able to smile and talk with KRLA newsmen. The only thing they could talk about, though, was getting some sleep before the long, hard day's night ahead of them.

3:00 PM What about her? Oh, we're good friends. I'm looking for the perfect girl. Haven't found her yet. How about you? Probably making that bid for American girls, George? They are just too much! I really dig them! Never saw a country before where EVERY ONE of the girls were truly gorgeous, but I haven't seen one here that missed yet.

4:15 PM What do you think of American girls, George? They are just too much! I really dig them! Never saw a country before where EVERY ONE of the girls were truly gorgeous, but I haven't seen one here that missed yet.

4:30 PM John, are you leaving the group? Rubbish! Wouldn't have anyone to pick on if I did. Besides, if I left these poor clods, they wouldn't know what to do. I'm the only one they listen to! (Paul laughed)

...the KRLA DJ's walk on stage...the audience grows quiet...there...

"They're...they're...THE BEATLES!!!!"

They look at Ringo...he adjusts his drums. Paul tunes his guitar. The audience screams louder and louder...finally, Ringo is ready. He gives the signal. The boys turn and face the stage...and sing.

I want to hold your hand...The girls let him know by their screams that they want to hold his...tell the Beatles sing...and sing...and sing. There's never been anything like it!

2:10 PM...But wait! What's this? Why the surprised look on John and George's faces? Could it be...yes, by gum, it is! The Beatles may be leaving L.A.-N-D. But KRLA isn't leaving the Beatles!

2:13 PM With the KRLA 'hookey-players' safely tucked inside, the doors are closed, and the plane takes off. Yes, they're gone. But don't cry too hard...because they'll soon be back!
Peter Feels Much Better

LONDON — Peter Asher of Peter and Gordon fame, is reported feeling better today and will be out of the hospital this week. The boys had interrupted their entire schedule in hopes that Peter would get better with some rest, but it was necessary to hos- pitalize him for a few days. His illness was described as a stomach ailment. When Peter was in town several months ago, he told KRLA news- men that he hadn’t been feeling well. When his girlfriend, Asher’s sister, goes to see him every day. As soon as Peter is allowed out of bed, the boys will start on a tour of Scandinavia. They will return to this country in late spring or early summer of this year.

BEATLE BITS...

Dick Morisoden and everything! Just thought you might like to know a few of the little unknown facts about the Beatles that no one else has ever printed before... so here they are:

Most of you know that they bought their clothes at the Beau Geste while in Los Angeles. But did you know that many stars buy their clothes there too, and so do most of the KRLA DJs? The boys were told about this shop by the Rolling Stones, who were in KRLA land a few months ago.

Speaking of the Rolling Stones, John Lennon loves them, and George is having them teach him how to play the guitar the way they do. John has every one of their records, and spends hours listen- ing to them.

No one knew that Paul disappears for a few hours from Bel Air each week. He is at Ringo’s house? Paul combed his hair, disguised himself with sunglasses, and went walking in Hollywood. Much to the delight of his fans, it was because he started sightseeing at 6:00 in the morning.

Here are a few of the different oddities known about the Beatles:

Ringo, when he is nervous, constantly keeps smoothing his hair. When he is excited, he runs the rings through his fingers. If Ringo is wearing a red mark on his finger, you know he’s twisted the ring so much that he had to take it off! John, on the other hand, is perpetually deep sleep. When he is mad, he doesn’t say anything; but his foot starts twisting. Paul pulls out his ear lobe whenever he is thinking about something. George bites his lip. All four boys are very polite and seldom lose their temper.

Well, it’s time to go riding off into the sunset... see you on the radio!

Dusty II

WEST INDIAS — British star Dusty Springfield was stricken with a virus this week while she was on tour in the West Indies. Doctors suspect that she may also have food poisoning; however, they say that her condition is not serious. She was planning to leave for America just as the illness struck.

WILL REST FOR A WEEK

Although she is in good condi- tion, Dusty has decided to rest for at least a week before resuming the tour. After her recov- ery, Dusty will make a stopover in Los Angeles where it is rumored that she will record for KRLA studios.

KRLA D.J. Dave Hall was chosen one of America’s eight D.J.’s to be a member of Ringo’s Presidential Cabinet by Teen Screen Magazine. Teen Screen conducted a national presidential campaign, with eight D.J.’s selected by popular vote for the cabinet. Dave Hall was won by a large margin against the West Coast Publisher Shelley Heiman, who represented the National Teenage Party. KRLA is one of the Teenage PartyKRLA has brought new life to the family-oriented format of radio, and has had many hit records, including Monster Mash and Monster Holiday, makes his radio debut.

BOBBY IS PLANNING ON BRINGING A FAMILY OF friends to keep KRLA listeners entertained during the Holiday season with songs by Bobby Darin, The Zombies, Herman’s Hermits, and the new KRLA hit parade.

KRLA wants to know what you thought of our paper: would you like to have anything like it every week? Let us know!

KRLA’s ratings are now the highest of any station in Los Angeles, thanks to you, KRLA listeners.

All the staff of the station wishes to take this opportunity to thank you, and to tell you that we would like to hear from you with any suggestions you may have to make KRLA even better!

This Saturday, KRLA has a special event: a great record release party for one of our favorite groups, KRLAland, future visits by the Rolling Stones, Gerry and the Pacemakers, and Dusty Springfield will also be featured.

KRLA TO HOST A PARTY in their honor. In keeping with the station’s tradition of bringing all of their favorite groups to the studio, KRLAland, future visits by the Rolling Stones, Gerry and the Pacemakers, and Dusty Springfield will also be featured.

KRLA wants to know what you thought of our paper: would you like to have anything like it every week? Let us know!

Starting this Saturday, KRLA presents something new in the world of radio, with Radio City, who has had many hit records, including Monster Mash and Monster Holiday, makes his radio debut.

BOBBY IS PLANNING ON BRINGING A FAMILY OF friends to keep KRLA listeners entertained during the Holiday season with songs by Bobby Darin, The Zombies, Herman’s Hermits, and the new KRLA hit parade.

𬸘]

This is Casey! So many of you have asked questions about Letter From Elaines that I thought it was time to answer a few of them... Elaina is in her teens. When she wrote me the letter, I had no idea how many people there would be all of you. She really did not want to publicize her affair, but she made me promise not to reveal Elaina’s name. Of course, it is her right to be dead with the record. "Because it’s a record," she told me, "But because George might hear it now!" Don’t worry, Elaina, he has! (and loved it!)

When I spoke with the Beatles’ press agent, I managed to get a little more information about the way they use. You already know what Gear and a few other words mean, but now you’ll give me the rest of that story so that you can ‘talk. ‘Beatle Talk’.

You’re gone, i mean you’re pretty nifty! Foenney means fun, and Roofditch is rubbish, which is anything that’s silly or incorrect. The Beatles never say shut up. What they do say is "Shut up! Pulling the lower lip up between the teeth and breathing air through it is a polite way of calling someone a liar! Screaming are fans. No explanation needed there! Knock out each other’s lives, and then the Beatles. When the Beatles call someone a pip, they mean he is completely unnecessary! Wild means that something has gone wrong.

Well, the boss is calling. Maybe it’s because I was so busy writing this that I’m late for my show? See you later!

New Show On KRLA

Starting this Saturday, KRLA presents something new in the world of radio, with Radio City, who has had many hit records, including Monster Mash and Monster Holiday, makes his radio debut.